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Abstract

Adversarial learning is commonly used to extract latent
data representations which are expressive to predict the tar-
get attribute but indistinguishable in the privacy attribute.
However, whether they can achieve an expected privacy-
utility tradeoff is of great uncertainty. In this paper, we posit
it is the complex interaction between different attributes in
the training set that causes disparate tradeoff results. We
first formulate the measurement of utility, privacy and their
tradeoff in adversarial learning. Then we propose the met-
rics of Statistical Reliability (SR) and Feature Reliability
(FR) to quantify the relationship between attributes. Specif-
ically, SR reflects the co-occurrence sampling bias of the
joint distribution between two attributes. Beyond the ex-
plicit dependence, FR exploits the intrinsic interaction one
attribute exerts on the other via exploring the representa-
tion disentanglement. We validate the metrics on CelebA
and LFW dataset with a suite of target-privacy attribute
pairs. Experimental results demonstrate the strong corre-
lations between the metrics and utility, privacy and their
tradeoff. We further conclude how to use SR and FR as a
guide to the setting of the privacy-utility tradeoff parameter.

1. Introduction
Deep learning systems have been widely deployed in

many high-stakes applications, such as face recognition and
commercial analysis, which are heavily dependent on the
training data collected from users to achieve satisfying per-
formance. To mitigate users’ privacy concern, a common
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solution is extracting the feature representation of raw data,
which should satisfy two goals: 1) indistinguishable in the
privacy attribute; 2) expressive to predict the target attribute.
For example, in a gender classification system, the image
representation should be informative for the model to rec-
ognize whether a person wears eyeglasses while the sensi-
tive attributes such as ethnicity or gender should be hidden.
These two goals are simultaneously achieved via adversar-
ial learning, by adding a privacy regularization term to the
target loss objective when training the feature extractor.

Unfortunately, the quality of representation is often ob-
served to suffer from great uncertainty. When implement-
ing the adversarial learning, the privacy and utility objec-
tives are simply weighted, which is difficult for users to
find an optimal tradeoff parameter. Even with a same trade-
off parameter, the tradeoff performance varies with differ-
ent target-privacy attribute pairs. Specifically, the classifica-
tion accuracy of the target attribute sometimes suffers from
a significant drop and the privacy attribute is still leaked,
while sometimes the privacy goal is easily realized without
too much utility loss.

In this paper we posit an assumption to interpret such
phenomenon: the disparate privacy-utility tradeoff comes
from the complex correlation between the target and privacy
attribute. Theoretically, gradients of different goals may in-
terfere and multiple summed losses may make the optimiza-
tion landscape more difficult. When task objectives do not
interfere much with each other, it may lead to an ideal trade-
off that the utility of target task suffers no or just a slight
drop while the classification accuracy of the privacy task is
close to a random guess. In order to quantify such relation-
ship, existing works rely on the effect of one task’s gradients
on another task’s loss of multi-task learning and the model
transferability of transfer learning [5, 19], but they fail to
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reveal the fundamental reasons why the disparate tradeoff
differs in tasks.

Different from the result-oriented relationships, we ex-
plore the dominant factors that determine the tradeoff vari-
ations, independent from the learning results. In detail, we
propose two correlation metrics: The first one is Statisti-
cal Reliability (SR) which reflects the co-occurrence sam-
pling bias of the training set. Specifically, it refers to the
case where an attribute value is always found to co-occur
with another attribute value, thus the demographic groups
distinguished by a attribute have a large overlap with the
groups distinguished by another attribute. It would be espe-
cially problematic for datasets involving sensitive attributes
related to race, gender, religion, etc., since it could be mis-
takenly used to support a reckless or even discriminative
prediction. The second one is Feature Reliability (FR),
which explores the intrinsic causal correlation between two
attributes. To interpret such correlation, we extract a data
sample into a disentangled feature representation, where
each dimension of the feature representation is an indepen-
dent variable. Various attributes can be encoded with dif-
ferent attention weights. FR measures the distribution simi-
larity of weights between any two attributes, which reflects
how obfuscating one attribute affects the recognition of the
other attribute.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose SR and FR metrics to measure the explicit
statistical reliability and intrinsic feature reliability be-
tween two attributes.They explain the reasons of dis-
parate tradeoff that hiding some attributes may lead
to dramatic accuracy drop in classifying a target at-
tribute while hiding another attribute hardly has any
impact when applying adversarial learning to gener-
ate privacy-preserving data representations for a target
classification task.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments with a large
number of target-privacy attribute pairs in an adversar-
ial learning framework to validate the impact of SR and
FR on the privacy-utility tradeoff. The results demon-
strate strong correlations between them, and we further
conclude a set of general rules to guide the selection of
the optimal privacy-utility tradeoff parameter.

• As SR supports a comprehensive statistical sampling
bias analysis of the training set, it can detect the po-
tential unfairness existed in AI systems. FR exploits
the intrinsic and disentangled relationship between at-
tributes, it can be used as task similarity to generate
task taxonomy to reuse supervision among redundant
tasks or solve multiple tasks in one system without pil-
ing up the complexity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.

2, we review related works. Sec. 3 formulates the problem
and defines measures of privacy-utility tradeoff. In Sec. 4,
we propose SR, FR and their application values in detail.
Experimental evaluation results are given in Sec. 5. Limi-
tations and future work are discussed in Sec. 6. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Sec. 7.

2. Related Works
2.1. Adversarial Learning

Song et al. [18] demonstrated that latent data representa-
tions overlearned by deep models reveal sensitive attributes
that are not part of the training objectives. To generate
privacy-preserving data representations, a typical approach
is based on adversarial learning [8, 20, 21]. Edwards and
Storkey [2] formulated it as a mini-max game between a
privacy discriminator and a target model who try to get over
against each other with opposed objectives. Similar meth-
ods have been extended to various scenarios, such as cen-
sus and health records [22], texts [3, 11], images [4, 6, 17]
and sensor data of wearables [7]. The privacy objectives
of adversarial learning could also be formulated as mini-
mizing the mutual information between the representation
and the sensitive attribute[16]. Li et al. [9] proposed a task-
independent adversarial learning framework by maximizing
the mutual information between the representations and the
raw data while minimizing the mutual information between
the representation and the privacy attribute.

2.2. Task Correlation

In terms of different attribute classification tasks, a
straightforward way to measure their correlation is via
the statistical features of the joint distribution between at-
tributes. Melis et al. [15] calculated Pearson correlation co-
efficient between labels of the main attribute and the privacy
attribute, but Pearson correlation applies to numerical vari-
ables. Zhang et al. [24] used Cramer’s V [1] for categorical-
categorical variables, but there is no unified standard for the
value of Cramer’s V correlation coefficient which should be
evaluated via hypothesis test, thus it cannot be directly uti-
lized to compare the correlations of different attribute pairs.

Beyond attribute classification tasks, in the context of
transfer learning, Zamir et al. [23] computed task affinity
matrix based on whether the representation for one task can
be sufficiently transferred to train for another task. Fifty et
al. [5] improved the calculation efficiency of task affinity
in a single run by training all tasks together and quantify-
ing the effect of one task’s gradients on another task’s loss.
Since the transfer relationships are not highly predictive of
multi-task relationships, Standley et al. [19] empirically
studied the average change in the performance of two tasks
when they are trained as a pair compared to when they are
trained separately.
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However, the above relationships are result-oriented, cal-
culated based on the actual learning performance. Also,
they fail to interpret the fundamental causes why the joint
learning results differ for different combination of tasks.
Different from the existing works, we focus on the the sce-
narios of adversarial learning on multi-attribute data, and
explore the intrinsic correlation between different attribute
classification tasks, independent from the learning process.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Problem Statement

Given an input x, its target attribute value is y ∈
{0, 1, ...,m − 1}, and the privacy attribute value is p ∈
{0, 1, ..., n − 1}. The ultimate goal is to learn a feature
extractor Eθ parameterized by θ to encode x into a repre-
sentation z = Eθ(x), which satisfies two goals:

• Privacy: indistinguishable in the privacy attribute p;

• Utility: expressive to predict the target attribute y.

For example, in a mask detection model, the latent repre-
sentations of people’s facial image are used to recognize
whether they wear a mask, but it should not reveal any de-
terministic information about their gender privacy. It ends
up with a tradeoff between privacy and utility, which is con-
trolled by a parameter λ to adjust the importance weights of
these two goals. Accordingly, we define the measurement
of privacy, utility and their tradeoff in Sec. 3.3.

However, the quality of representations suffer from great
uncertainty. That means the classification performance of
the target attribute sometimes suffers from a significant drop
but the privacy attribute is still leaked while sometimes the
utility and privacy goals can both be realized. This may
be because the different tasks are learned at different rates.
Or because one task may dominate the learning leading to
poor performance on the other. Furthermore, gradients of
different goals may interfere and multiple summed losses
may make the optimization landscape more difficult. On
the other hand, when task objectives do not interfere much
with each other, it may lead to an ideal tradeoff that the util-
ity of target task is maintained or just suffers a slight drop
while the classification accuracy of the privacy task is close
to a random guess. Intuitively, the disparate tradeoff results
heavily depend on the relationship between classification
attributes, such as the hair color and skin color, shopping
preference and gender.

Assumptions. Thus we propose our assumption that it
is the potential correlations between different classification
attributes that exert dominant impact on the performance of
utility, privacy and their tradeoff. The more similarity two
attributes have, the harder to remove the privacy attribute
while retaining the target attribute. In Sec. 4, we study
these relationships in depth.

3.2. Formulation of Adversarial Learning

In this subsection, we formally describe a typical
privacy-preserving adversarial learning framework. To
achieve the privacy goal, there is an adversary model Aψ
parametrized by ψ which aims to perfectly predict p from
Aψ(z). Therefore, it minimizes the following loss function:

LA = J (Aψ(Eθ(x)), p), (1)

where J (·, ·) denotes the cross-entropy loss function. By
contrast, the defender aims to fail Aψ , i.e., maximize LA.
However, this will push the generated feature representation
towards the opposite side of the privacy attribute, e.g., p = 1
flips to p = 0. Therefore, we make the prediction of Aψ a
random guess by increasing the entropy of Aψ(z). Thus the
privacy loss of the defender can be formulated as:

LpD = −LA − αH(Aψ(Eθ(x))), (2)

where H calculates the entropy and α > 0 controls the
entropy term. At the same time, to achieve the utility
goal, the defender needs to make the target classifier Cϕ
parametrized by ϕ precisely infer y from z. The utility loss
can be expressed as:

LuD = J (Cϕ(Eθ(x)), y). (3)

Combining the utility and privacy goals, the total objective
of the defender can be formulated as:

LD = λLpD + (1− λ)LuD, (4)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the tradeoff parameter. A larger λ indi-
cates a stronger privacy guarantee, while a smaller λ allows
more utility retained in the extracted features. During the
optimization, Aψ and Eθ, Cϕ are updated alternatively to
minimize LA and LD, respectively.

3.3. Measures of Privacy and Utility

We describe how to fairly measure the privacy and utility
in adversarial learning in detail. Specifically, we randomly
split the total dataset D into a training set D0 and a testing
set D1. Given a privacy attribute p, we use D0 to train a
privacy-preserving feature extractor E utilizing the adver-
sarial learning framework described in Sec. 3.2. Then we
randomly select 50% samples from D0 and take them as
the augmentation dataset Daug to train a validation classi-
fier (VC) for each target attribute and privacy attribute using
feature representationsEx∈Daug

(x). We evaluate each vali-
dation classifier onD1 and denote its accuracy performance
as fa(·).

To fairly evaluate the utility gain and privacy loss, we
also useD0 to normally train a baseline classification model
(BC) without any privacy-preserving objective for each at-
tribute as the best classification performance. The accuracy
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performance of the normal classification model for each at-
tribute is tested with D1 as well, denoted as fn(·). In ad-
dition, the accuracy of each attribute when making random
guess is denoted as fr(·).

So both the closeness to a random guess and the devia-
tion from the normal training performance should be con-
sidered when evaluating the privacy and utility. Thus we
measure the privacy leakage level for attribute p as follows:

Mp =
fa(p)− fr(p)

fn(p)− fr(p)
(5)

where f∗(i) refers to accuracy performance of the corre-
sponding classifier for the attribute i. The lower Mp, the
closer to a random guess and better privacy guarantee.

Similarly, the utility performance on y is measured as:

Mu =
fa(y)− fr(y)

fn(y)− fr(y)
(6)

The larger Mu, the less utility drop.
Accordingly, the privacy-utility tradeoff is calculated as:

T =
Mp

δ +Mu
(7)

where δ = 0.0001, in case of the zero-division error. The
lower T , the better tradeoff result, i.e., removing the privacy
attribute has less negative impact on the target attribute.

4. Methodology
We analyze the possible causes of the disparate impact

on privacy-utility tradeoff among diverse adversarial learn-
ing tasks. Only when we uncover the decisive influencing
factors, could we design effective metrics to reflect the re-
lationship between privacy and target attributes.

4.1. Statistical Reliability

Intuitively, a direct cause is the statistical dependence be-
tween the privacy attribute and target attribute in the train-
ing set caused by imbalanced and insufficient sampling. For
two different attributes a and b, we denote their classifiers
as M1 and M2 which use a joint training dataset. If a and
b are statistically related in the training dataset, a certain la-
bel of the attribute a will be always found to co-occur with
a certain value of b such as “makeup” and “female”. As a
result, the consistency between the separation hyper-planes
of M1 and M2 are correlated with the statistical reliability
between y and p.

We first define the statistical reliability between two bi-
nary attributes a ∈ {0, 1} and b ∈ {0, 1}, where a = 1
means a sample has the attribute a otherwise the sample
does not. The Statistical Reliability (SR) between the at-
tribute a and b is defined as:

SR(a, b) = 1− 4(C00 + C11)(C10 + C01)

N2
, (8)

where Cij is the number of data samples labeled with a =
i, b = j, and N refers to the total size of data samples.
When C00 + C11 = C10 + C01, SR(a, b) = 0, there is no
statistic correlation between a and b.

Then we extend the metric to attributes with multiple la-
bels. If an attribute a has n > 2 labels, it could be extended
to n binary attributes {a0, a1, ..., an−1}. If a sample has the
attribute i, we define ai = 1, otherwise ai = 0. Without
generality, SR between the attributes a with n labels and b
with m labels can be measured as follows:

SR(a, b) = max
i=0,1,...,n−1
j=0,1,...,m−1

{SR(ai, bj)}. (9)

Obviously, SR(a, b) ∈ [0, 1]. The larger SR, the more sig-
nificant statistical reliability.
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4.2. Feature Reliability

The disparate tradeoff caused by statistical reliability
can be mitigated by re-sampling or re-weighting the train-
ing data, however, there is also intrinsic feature reliability
among different attributes in the level of latent features. To
interpret such reliability, assume each dimension of the fea-
ture representation is a variable independent from the oth-
ers. The classifier thus is optimized to encode those vari-
ables which exert causal effect with larger weights to make
the final prediction. Some attributes can be encoded by
common variables which means they share common causes.
For example, hair color could still be inferred from skin
color because they jointly share some endogenous features.
Thus it is easy to understand why removing the informa-
tion of one attribute may result in negative impact on the
recognition of another attribute if they are closely related.
In contrast, if two attributes have lower intrinsic correlation
but explicit statistical bias, removing one attribute has little
effect on the other.

To estimate such intrinsic correlation between attributes,
we borrow the notion of disentangled feature representation
[25] where each dimension is independent from the others.

Notations. RmX denotes the space of raw data, RmY

denotes the output space and RmZ denotes the feature rep-
resentation space. mX ,mY ,mZ correspond to the dimen-
sions of space X,Y, Z, respectively. f : X → Z denotes
the representation function, and g : Z → Y is the predic-
tion function parameterized by W . We have N raw data
samples X ⊂ RN×mX with labels Y ⊂ RN×mY . The rep-
resentations learned by f are donated as Z ⊂ RN×mZ . The
i-th variable in the representation space is donated as Z:,i.

First, we train an auto-encoder f ◦ h using the method
of StableNet [25], such that all input samples X can be en-
coded with disentangled feature representations Z = f(X),
where any pair of variables Z:,i and Z:,j are independent of
each other. The input sample can be reconstructed through
the decoder by minimizing ∥X − h(Z)∥2, ensuring Z em-
beds key information of X . Then, each classification at-
tribute Y k can be inferred from a classifier Y k = gk(Z)
parameterized by W k. Variables in RmZ can be regarded
as a collection of informative atomic-level features. W k in-
dicates how much attention a target task Y k should pay to
these variables when making a decision for the output. For
each attribute pair a and b withm and n possible values, the
shape of W a and W b could be the same when their classi-
fiers ga and gb are of the same structure whose input length
is |mz| and the output length mY = max{m,n}. If we use
a fully connected layer as the classifier, the shape ofW a and
W b are identical to mz ×mY .Thus we can easily calculate
the Feature Reliability (FR) according to the distribution
similarity of W between any two attributes. Given a target
attribute a, the extent of dependency a relies on the other

attribute b can be defined as follows:

FR(a, b) =
W a ·W b

∥W a∥22
(10)

It is noteworthy that FR describes how the recognition of
the attribute a relies on the attribute b, so FR value is not
necessarily symmetric, i.e., FR(a, b) ̸= FR(b, a).

4.3. Using SR and FR

We envision the proposed SR and FR metrics to be used
for the following purposes:

• The proposed correlation metrics could be used to
guide the selection of the privacy-utility tradeoff pa-
rameter in adversarial learning to reach the expected
tradeoff. Specifically, the optimal parameter differs as
SR and FR vary for different attribute pairs. Detailed
selection rules will be presented in Sec. 5.

• As the proposed SR supports a comprehensive statisti-
cal bias analysis of the training set, it can be a prompt
of potential unfairness since biased dataset is a main
cause of unfairness in AI systems [12]. In practice, it
has been demonstrated that many public datasets such
as COCO [13], show a notable sampling bias that most
images in shopping or cooking scenarios are connected
with females while those coach images in sport sce-
narios are mostly males, which is a reflection of un-
wanted social bias. It would be especially problem-
atic for datasets involving sensitive attributes related
to race, gender, religion, age, status, physical traits,
etc., because the statistical tendency could be mistak-
enly used to support a reckless and discriminative de-
cision during model training.

• A model aware of task relationships demands less su-
pervision, uses less computation and behaves in more
predictable ways [5, 19]. Since the proposed FR ex-
ploits the essential relationship between tasks, it can
be used as task similarity, which creates an association
and/or causation relationship among tasks with high
correlation. It implies that highly correlated tasks mu-
tually reinforce each other when putting them together
in multi-task learning. Thus it could help generate task
taxonomy to reuse supervision among redundant tasks
or solve multiple tasks in one system without piling up
the complexity.

5. Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we implement the adversarial learning

framework stated in Sec. 3.2 on PyTorch v1.4.0 with a
Nvidia Tesla T4 GPU, following the evaluation method pro-
posed by Li et al. [10]. Our goal is to answer the following
questions through comprehensive experimental analysis:
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(c) λ = 0.7

Figure 2. Impact of FR Correlation on Utility and Privacy for LFW and CelebA Dataset

First, when removing statistical reliability, how does FR
affect the privacy-utility tradeoff results?

Second, when training model using the dataset with dif-
ferent extent of statistical reliability, how does SR affect the
privacy-utility tradeoff results? Will the impact of SR sub-
ject to FR?

Third, how do we use SR and FR metrics to instruct the
setting of λ to meet the expected utility and privacy require-
ment?

5.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We adopt two multi-attribute datasets:

• CelebA dataset1 contains over 200k facial images la-
beled with 40 diverse attributes. We select “Smiling,
Wavy hair, Blonde hair, Heavy makeup, Eyeglasses,
Attractive” as the target attribute, and “Male, Young”
as the privacy attribute.

1http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html
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(c) λ = 0.7

Figure 3. Impact of SR Correlation on Utility and Privacy for CelebA Dataset

• LFW dataset2 contains 13, 244 facial images with 73
attributes. We take “Smiling, Heavy makeup, Male”
as the target attribute, “White, Male, Young” as the
privacy attribute.

Implementation details. For fairness, we remove the
statistical biases of the testing set by setting (C00 : C10 :
C01 : C11) = (1 : 1 : 1 : 1). For more details, please refer

2http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/, attribute annotations are in [14]

to the Appendix.

5.2. Validation Results of FR

To answer the first question, we first set the value of SR
to be 0 by re-sampling the training set as (C00 : C10 : C01 :
C11) = (1 : 1 : 1 : 1) to study the impact of FR correlation
independently. The estimated FR correlations between all
permutation pairs of selected attributes are shown as a two-
dimension matrix in Fig. 1.The effect of y on p may not be
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necessarily identical to that of p on y, thus the matrix is not
symmetric along the diagonal.

It is noteworthy that the attribute similarity is to some
extent consistent with semantic similarity in terms of hu-
man perception. For example, the “HeavyMakeup-Male”
owns the highest semantic correlation among all the cho-
sen attribute pairs in our common sense, since the behavior
of making up is more likely associated with females, and
the estimated FR correlation is also as high as 0.7 in LFW
dataset and 0.67 in CelebA. However, there is also excep-
tion. “Smiling-HeavyMakeup” seems to have no obvious
association, but its FR value exceeds 0.6, which reflects the
difference in perception of humans and neural networks.

The effects of FR on utility, privacy and their tradeoff are
presented in Fig. 2. The blue dashed line in each figure is
the overall trend line. In each sub-figure, the horizontal co-
ordinate axis is the FR correlation calculated in Fig. 1. The
vertical coordinate axis of “Utility, Privacy, and Privacy-
Utility Traddoff” refers toMu,Mp, T metrics, respectively.
Specifically, for a highly correlated pair “HeavyMakeup-
Male” with λ = 0.5, the target classification accuracy is
about 10% lower than the baseline, while its privacy leak-
age Mp is a lot higher than that of attribute pairs with lower
FR correlations such as “Smiling-Male”. When λ = 0.7,
for attribute pairs with FR smaller than 0.4, the classifi-
cation accuracy of the target attribute drops largely while
the privacy preservation effectiveness has no significant im-
provement. On average, the Pearson correlation coefficient
between FR and Mu is about −0.63, 0.58 between FR and
Mp, 0.68 between FR and T .

5.3. Validation Results of SR

To answer the second question, we impose SR to be
0, 0.25, 0.51, 0.64, 1 by weighted re-sampling of the train-
ing data with (C00 : C10 : C01 : C11) = (1 : 1 : 1 : 1), (1 :
3 : 3 : 1), (1 : 6 : 6 : 1), (1 : 9 : 9 : 1), (0 : 1 : 1 : 0),
respectively. Fig.3 shows the impact of SR correlation on
utility gainMu, privacy lossMp and their tradeoff T . When
SR≤ 0.3, the utility and privacy-utility tradeoff have no sig-
nificant change under all λ, but λ has a positive correlation
with the privacy preservation effectiveness. When SR gets
larger than 0.4, it appears to be dramatic falls in utility gain
and privacy preservation effectiveness. When SR further
increases larger than 0.6, it has a sharp decline in utility
regardless of λ, however, the privacy leakage begins to de-
crease when λ = 0.7.

It is noteworthy that the changing trend of some attribute
pairs with high FR correlation such as “Attractive-Male”
and “HeavyMakeup-Male” is inconsistent with the overall
trend line, i.e., larger SR takes no significant negative im-
pact on the utility performance and privacy leakage com-
pared with SR= 0. A possible explanation is that these at-
tribute pairs are naturally co-founded with high SR values,

thus the disparate tradeoff results are not caused by biased
sampling, but their intrinsic feature reliability.

Guide to the setting of λ: When FR≤ 0.5, SR takes a
dominant effect to adjust the value of λ. When SR≥ 0.6 in
the training dataset, setting a larger tradeoff parameter such
as λ = 0.7 is recommended to satisfy the privacy preserva-
tion goal. When SR ranges from 0.4 to 0.6, λ ≤ 0.5 is rec-
ommended to achieve a better privacy-utility tradeoff with
no significant utility drop but modest privacy leakage com-
pared to λ = 0.7. When SR is smaller than 0.4, users can
set λ according to their privacy preservation requirement. If
they put greater emphasis on privacy, a larger value such as
λ > 0.5 is recommended.

When FR≥ 0.5, FR has more obvious influence than SR.
It is recommended to set the value of λ larger than 0.5 to
meet the demand of privacy preservation. If the user pays
more attention to the utility and agrees to sacrifice the pri-
vacy to some extent, λ should be set lower than 0.5 to im-
prove the utility as much as possible.

6. Discussion
The study of attribute correlation casts light on the in-

terpretability of adversarial learning, but our work still has
some limitations. First, we only consider one privacy goal,
in the future, we will use SR and FR to generate taxonomy
for multiple privacy attributes, and set priority weights for
them accordingly. Second, we focus on attribute classifi-
cation tasks. Third, the calculation of FR is based on the
existing disentangled representation learning, which is still
an ongoing research. We will keep exploring model disen-
tanglement to optimize the estimation of FR.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we derive the correlation between attributes

to interpret disparate privacy-utility tradeoff when applying
adversarial learning to extract latent representations which
are expressive for the target attribute but indistinguishable
in the privacy attribute. To quantify the correlation, we pro-
pose Statistical Reliability(SR) and Feature Reliability(FR).
SR measures the co-occurrence distribution bias of two at-
tributes, while FR estimates the intrinsic causal effect one
exerts on the other. We implement the adversarial learn-
ing on various target-privacy attribute pairs to validate the
effectiveness of SR and FR. Results demonstrate they are
highly predictive of the privacy-utility tradeoff results. Ac-
cordingly, we further conclude general rules to instruct the
setting of the privacy-utility tradeoff parameter.
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